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In order to avoid metal surface melting of divertor targets in big tokamak fusion reactors by

localized ELM heat loads, we study a new technique of spreading the heat flux by fast harmonic

divertor  strike  point  sweeping  using  a  dedicated  divertor  coil.  We  ran  2D  dynamic  heat

conduction simulation using real infra-red data of large ELMs heat fluxes on JET divertor target,

rescaled for EU DEMO reactor. Aiming for the surface heat flux suppression by factor of 4, this

requires  sweeping  the  strike  point  with  amplitude*frequency  =  66mm*2kHz.  Following  [J.

Horacek   et al  ,   Fus. Eng. Des.   2017], the resulting thermal surface tension is also suppressed. The

divertor coil would be split into 54 independent coils within each divertor cassette; each coil with

the following parameters. Built with 200kg of copper, each coil requires 37kW room-temperature

steady-state cooling due to ohmic losses. Dedicated dynamic Fiesta simulation (including plasma

and vessel  induced currents)  scenario  requires  a  capacitive  energy storage  at  1.8kV yielding

resonant  AC current  of  130kA amplitude  for  each  ELM event  for  ~4ms  (with  waiting  time

~50ms). The IxBtor forces would yield ~0.4mm vibrations of the coil at the ELM frequency (~20

Hz);  soft  coil  attachment  yields  negligible  vibration  propagation  into  surrounding  cassette

structure. Even though this magnetic perturbation is strongly suppressed by the thick conductive

vessel,  the  residual  AC-induced  heating  of  the  ex-vessel  poloidal  superconductive  coils  is

estimated, too. Since we found no principle show-stoppers, this technique seems attractive for big

tokamaks dealing with ELMs. 
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